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Abstract. This contribution reports the results of an empirical study

on computer-supported collaborative problem. Twenty pairs of

subjects had to play a mystery solving game in a text-based virtual

environment (TecfaMOO). This environment was enriched with a

shared whiteboard. We analyzed how subjects use different

communication tools to build common grounds. We present seven

main observations which could inform the design of artificial MOO

agents. They describe the extra-amount of reasoning required to

participate into interactions and to build shared understanding. We

propose a new type of artificial agent, observers, which do not solve

the problem but compute statistics regarding interactions, which can

be useful for human or artificial tutors or which could be displayed to

the users themselves.
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The design of MOO agents: Implications from a study on multi-
modal collaborative problem solving.

1.  Introduction: Types of Agents

The notion of agent has been present more or less explicitly in Intelligent Learning

Environments for some time. Similar types of agents are now investigated in Internet-based

systems. We classify several types of internet agents, and present several aspects of

interaction in task-based collaboration that a participant must be attuned to. These aspects

come from an empirical study of multimodal human collaboration. Attending to these aspects

will not only be crucial for agents participating in a collaboration, but for other types of

agents. We propose a new type of agent, an observer, that calculates statistics regarding

collaboration.

Sub-agents.  These autonomous software entities which "carry out tasks for the user" are

deemed by many to be the next revolution in computing. Since the World Wide Web (WWW)

provides an evolving environment of voluminous amounts of unorganized information.

Information sources appear and disappear, making information filtering a crucial capability of

any Internet-based information gathering system. To date most research on Intelligent

Information Agents has dealt with a user interacting with a single agent that has general

knowledge and is capable of performing a variety of user delegated information finding tasks

(e.g., Etzioni & Weld, 1994; Lieberman, 1995). Other examples of tasks accomplished by

such agents are e-mail filtering (Lashkari & al., 1995) room reservation and calendar

managing (Bocionek, 1995) or finding people sharing same interests (Foner, 1996). Many of

these systems use machine learning techniques to non-intrusively infer the user preferences.

Distributed multi-agent systems have been used to overcome limits of machine-learning

methods such as: (1) a single general agent need an enormous amount of knowledge to deal

effectively with user information requests that cover a variety of tasks, (2) a centralized

information agent constitutes a processing bottleneck, the required processing would

overwhelm a single agent which would constitute a "single point of failure", (3) a single

agent needs considerable reprogramming to deal with the appearance of new agents and

information sources in the environment.

Co-agents. In symmetrical systems (Dillenbourg and Baker, 1996), human and artificial

agents can perform the same actions. The idea of co-learner, originally introduced as an

alternative to learner modelling (Self, 1986), was re-used within various learning paradigms:

collaborative learning (Chan & Baskin, 1988; Dillenbourg and Self, 1992), competitive

activities, reciprocal tutoring1 (Chan, 1996), learning by teaching and teacher training (Ur &

van Lehn, 1995).

Super-agents. Most intelligent learning environments include agents (coach, tutor, expert,

...) which provide solutions and monitor the actions of users. In the case of multi-user

learning environments, super-agents have to monitor the interactions among users. They can

be teachers who analyze interactions to detect when they should intervene, judges or referees

who intervene only in case of conflict, etc. For instance, the Belvedere system (Suthers & al.,

1995) is dedicated to support critical discussions of science issues. Students build a

diagrammatic representation with arguments. They can invoke an advisor who points to

                                                

1 In reciprocal tutoring, the learners alternatively play the role of a tutor or a tutee (Palincsar &

Brown, 1984).
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specific parts of the diagram and proposes ways of extending or revising it. Some argument

structures are expected to be more effective in stimulating critical discussions among students.

In COSOFT (Hoppe, 1995), a super-agent compares its model of on-line students and invites

students with specific lacks to collaborate with students who possess the missing skills.

Critic systems can also be viewed as super-agents, since they evaluate the user's work, but

without a pedagogical perspective: "Critics do not necessarily solve problems for users. The

core task of critics is the recognition and communication of deficiencies in a product to the

user." (Fisher et al.; 1991).

Observers. We propose a fourth category of agents, observers, i.e. agents who collect

information regarding users interactions, aggregate observations into high level indicators and

display these indicators to the human coach or to the users themselves. One cannot a priori

set up collaborative settings which guarantee effective collaboration, hence a coach must

monitor the interactions (Dillenbourg et al, 1995). Observers would support this monitoring

process both for human and artificial coaches. These indicators could also be shown to the

subjects. We intend to study how a pair could use them to regulate its interactions. We are

then close to another approach in which shared external representations are designed to replace

intelligent system advice. For instance, Ploetzner et al. (1996) study problem-solving in

physics and use a computerized tool which allows subjects to collaboratively build concept

maps. These external representations have been designed in order to help students to link

qualitative and quantitative knowledge.

2.  Empirical study: collaboration in a multi-modal virtual
environment.

We report experiments on collaborative problem solving in a virtual environment. Our long

term goal is to develop computational models for supporting human-computer collaboration

(Dillenbourg, 1996). The specific goal was to study how two human subjects elaborate a

shared solution of a problem and how the drawings they make on a shared whiteboard help to

support mutual understanding.

In the experiments, the two subjects play detectives in a mystery solving game: Mona-Lisa

has been killed and they have to find the killer. They walk in a text-based virtual world (a

MOO environment) where they meet suspects, ask questions about relations with the victim,

regarding what they have done the night of the murder, and so forth. Suspects are programmed

robots. When exploring rooms, they find various objects which help them to discover the

murderer. They are told that they have to find the single suspect who (1) as a motive to kill,

(2) had access to the murder weapon and (3) had the opportunity to kill the victim when she

was alone.

The subjects are located in different places, connected by a computer network and

communicate using two pieces of software: a text-based MOO system and a Whiteboard. The

MOO environment is a standard MOO called TECFAMOO2. The subjects move in different

rooms, talk to each other via two commands: “say...”, to communicate with anybody in the

same room, and “page John...” to communicate with John where ever he is. The detectives

each carry a notebook which automatically records the answer to all the questions that they

ask. In this experiment, the subjects use a MOO client called TKMOOlight which runs on

UNIX stations. It includes an elementary whiteboard: both users draw on a same page, can see

                                                

2 Visit tecfamoo.unige.ch - port 7 7 7 7  For information:

http://tecfa.unige.ch/tecfamoo.unige.ch
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and edit the objects drawn by their partner, but they do not see each other's cursor. All actions

and interactions in the MOO window and in the whiteboard are recorded.

We ran the experiments with 20 pairs, the average time was two hours. A more complete

analysis of observations can be found in Dillenbourg and Traum (1997). We present here only

a few particular results which seem interesting for the design of artificial agents. In the

following presentation, we refer to four levels of mutuality of knowledge (from Clark,

1994): (1) A knows that B can access knowledge X; (2) A knows that B has perceived X;

(3) A knows that B understood X more or less as A understood it, and (4) A knows that B

agrees on X. These four indented levels cover both the grounding process (achieving mutual

understanding) and the negotiation process (acceptance or agreement.

3.  Observations & implications

3. 1 Matching knowledge and media persistence

Observations. Regarding MOO dialogues or whiteboard items, we discriminate four

categories of content: Task (subdivided into facts and inferences), management (who

has collected what, who goes where, who is where, etc.), technical problems and meta-

communication (turn taking rules, graphical codes, etc.). The distributions of these content

categories differs between MOO dialogues and whiteboard notes. In dialogues, 33% of

interactions concern task management, versus 9% on the whiteboard. Task management,

technical problems and meta-communication utterances have a short term validity, while task

level information is more persistent, especially facts3: the former categories represent 45% of

MOO dialogues (semi-persistent) versus only 10% of whiteboard items (persistent) (Fig.1).

Moreover, the average delay of acknowledgment is shorter in MOO dialogues (48 seconds)

than in whiteboard acknowledgment (70 seconds).

This difference probably reflects the difference of persistence of these two media: there is no

urgency to acknowledge information which will (probably) remain a long time on the

whiteboard. We refer to two forms of persistence of knowledge: persistence of validity,

i.e. how long some piece of information remains true and persistence of display, i.e.

how long it can be viewed on a particular medium. The latter depends on the medium: MOO

information is semi-persistent, it scrolls up every time a new command is performed;

whiteboard information is persistent until explicitly erased.

                                                

3 If it is true at time t than Helmut is a colonel, this information will still be true at time t+1.
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    Figure 1:    Categories of content in MOO (left) and whiteboard (right) interactions

Implications. An intelligent agent should select a mode of communication adequate to the

persistence of knowledge being discussed. Negotiating non-persistent information through a

persistent medium leads to the display of invalid information (when its validity has expired - a

well-known WWW problem). Vice-versa, negotiating persistent information through a non-

persistent medium increases the memory load, since the medium does not play its role of

group memory. Selecting the best mode of communication requires reasoning about the

match between the persistence of knowledge being discussed and the persistence of the

medium through which it is discussed. The latter can de determined once and for all. The

difficulty consists in reasoning on the persistence of information validity. The issue is not the

same as in a truth maintenance system: it is not only to detect when information is not

relevant anymore: it is to anticipate, when information is being discussed, how long it might

be valid. A simple solution would be to associate levels of persistence to knowledge

categories: facts and inferences are more persistence than strategies, plans, and MOO

positions.

3 .2  Reasoning on sharedness.

Observations. We computed the percentage of utterances produced by agent-A which are

acknowledged by Agent-B. This rate of acknowledgment for facts is 26% while it is 46% for

inferences and 43% for task management utterances. The difference between facts and

inferences or management issues is the probability of disagreement or misunderstanding. In

this task, there is little to disagree about or misunderstand with facts. Moreover there is a

significant interaction effect on the acknowledgment rate between the knowledge category and

the mode of negotiation (F=6.09; df=2; p=.001): Facts are rarely acknowledged on the

whiteboard (Fig.2).Our interpretation is the following. Since there is a low probability of

misunderstanding or disagreeing about facts, their acknowledgment in MOO conversation

(37%) basically means "ok, I read your message". Acknowledgment simply aims to inform

one's partner about shared perception (level 2). Conversely, on the whiteboard, mutual

visibility is the default assumption, which makes acknowledgment unnecessary.

Implications. One difficulty we encountered in previous systems was that the artificial

agents were behaving too rigidly, e.g. checking agreement at every step of the solution. There

are several 'social' reasons for not checking agreement, such as demonstrating leadership, and

avoiding harassment. These results indicate another reason: when the medium guarantees a

level of grounding sufficient for the interaction. For example, given that mutual visibility

(level 2) is guaranteed by the whiteboard and that mutual visibility is enough for facts since

facts are not open to misunderstanding or disagreement (levels 3 and 4), facts are rarely

explicitly acknowledged on the whiteboard. Reasoning about mutual visibility is easy to

implement for an artificial agent: concerning the whiteboard, it may compare windows;

concerning the MOO, simple rules can determine whether two agents see the same thing,

given their respective positions and the command being performed. The most difficult aspect

is reasoning on the probability that an item of knowledge can be misunderstood or disagreed
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    Figure 2   : Interaction effect on the acknowledgment rate between the mode of interaction and

the content of interaction (ask knowledge).

3. 3 Reasoning on mutual position

Observations. This is a particular case of the former point. We observed that agents rarely

ask their partners where they are located in the virtual space. They also rarely use the "who"

command to check position. Actually, the MOO automatically provides information about

mutual position4. Montandon (1996) showed that, for a task which requires more information

about MOO position, when the MOO provides less information, the subjects perform

significantly more interactions to get this information. In other words, MOO positions are

not ignored, but normally the medium more or less automatically provided enough

information, hence making explicit interactions about it very rare. This is confirmed by other

observations: (1) When subjects are in different rooms, they acknowledge 34% of utterances,

versus 50% when they are in the same room. (2) Subjects often meet in the same room when

they have long discussions (making inferences about the facts). (3) Experienced MOO users

are more sensitive to space than novices: the average space sensitivity5 is 75% for novices

versus 87% for experienced users (F=4.39; df=1; p=.05) . In other words, the MOO spatial

metaphor seems to really affect the behavior of subjects.

Implications. Since the spatial metaphor appears to be salient even when it is not

functionally important, agents should be able to reason about spatial positions. This

reasoning is also useful regarding the previous point: they need to reason about which

information can be seen by the partner, and visibility in the MOO is itself bound spatially.

Through this spatial metaphor, MOOs provide formal rules to reason about

sharedness.

3. 4 Negotiation by action

Observations. The subjects not only acknowledge MOO utterances using other MOO

utterances but also with other MOO actions. The first condition for this type of

acknowledgment is visibility: Hercule's utterance can be acknowledged by Sherlock's Action-

X and only if Hercule sees that Action-X has been performed. In example 1, Sherlock can see

                                                

4 When A pages to B, B receives a notice such as "You sense that A is looking for you in room

X". Every time A arrives in or leave a room where B is located, B is informed of A's

arrival/departure.

5 The 'space sensitivity' factor was computed as the number of 'say' commands in same room plus

de number of 'page' commands in different rooms, divided by the total number of messages.
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that Hercule asks the question (9.6) as Sherlock previously invited him, since they are in the

same room.

9 Bar S ' ask him what he was doing las night. i am talking to mr saleve

9.4 Bar S ask js about last night

9.6 Bar H ask giuz about last night

    Example       1:    Talk/action acknowledgment (from Pair 16)

The second condition of acknowledgment by action is that the MOO commands enable the

speaker to express the dialogue move that (s)he wants to make. In this experiment, only three

dialogue moves could be expressed through MOO actions: simple acknowledgment, straight

agreement (one agent suggests an action, the other does it) and disagreement. Therefore, the

type of information being acknowledged through action is generally decision about actions,

namely spatial moves, asking questions and exchanging objects. Subjects could not use MOO

actions for negotiating who was suspect, because our experimental environment did not

include commands conveying this type of information. We could include verbs (e.g. putting a

suspect in jail) or objects (e.g. putting handcuffs) to indicate degree of suspicion. In other

words, the semantics of 'talking by action' are bound by the semantics of the MOO

commands created by the designer.

Implications. Negotiation structures should be represented in terms of dialogue moves

(Baker, 1989), which could be turned into interactions either as dialogue utterances, or as

MOO actions. In everyday life, interpreting an action is not less complex than interpreting

natural language, it heavily relies on the context. However, MOO actions may be simpler to

interpret because the designer can define commands with clearly different pragmatic values.

3. 5 Dynamically allocate functions to tools

Observations. Different pairs allocate communicative or problem solving functions (store

facts, exchange inferences, coordinate action,...) to different tools or even re-allocate a

function to another tool on the fly. Let us illustrate that with an example. Our subjects

carried a MOO notebook recording the answer to all questions asked to suspects. They could

exchange their notebooks or merge the content. Some pairs intensively used these notebooks

for sharing facts, while other prefer to systematically report facts on the whiteboard. The

former pairs hence had the whiteboard available for sharing inferences, while the latter filled

their whiteboard and had hence to discuss inferences through MOO dialogues. The actual

[function X tool] matrix varies from one pair to another. It may also vary within a pair as the

collaboration progresses, one function being for instance progressively abandoned because the

detectives become familiar with another one.

Implications. From sections 4.1. and 4.2, one could infer that the whiteboard and MOO

communicative functions could be directly coded in the design of artificial agents. The

plasticity we observed, i.e. the pair ability to self-organize along different configurations leads

us to think that functions such as "share facts", "negotiate strategy" should be dynamically

allocated to a particular medium during interaction.

3. 6 Deliberately maintaining the task context

Observations. Our initial hypothesis was that the whiteboard would help to disambiguate

MOO dialogues, by simple deictic gestures or by drawing explanatory graphics. We observed
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almost no deictic gestures6 and few explanatory graphics. Conversely, information is

sometimes negotiated before being put on the whiteboard. Grounding is not achieved through

the whiteboard, but appears then as a pre-condition to display information in a public space.

Conversely, whiteboard/talk interactions often aim to ground the information put on the

whiteboard (e.g. "why did you put a cross on...?"). The subjects do not draw elaborated

graphics, probably because the experimental task was not intrinsically spatial. The main

difficulty was the management of the large amount of collected information. Most

whiteboards contain a collection of text notes (collected facts and inferences). The main

function of the whiteboard was to support individual and group memory. It thereby also

plays a regulation role: (1) during the data collection stage, each subject can see on the

whiteboard what her partner has done so far; (2) during the data synthesis stage, most pairs

use a graphical rule for marking discarded suspects (generally, crossing notes about these

suspects), thereby indicating advances towards the solution. In short, the whiteboard is the

central space of coordination, probably because it retains the context (Whittaker et al,

1995). This context is established at the task level: the whiteboard increases mutual

knowledge with respect to what has been done and how to do the rest. The context is not

established at the conversational level: the mutual understanding of MOO utterances does not

seem to rely on whiteboard information. We even observed several cases in which two

different contexts are established, i.e. that the subjects participate in parallel into two

conversations, one on the whiteboard and the other in MOO dialogues.

Implications. The simplicity of observed graphics is good news for designers (otherwise

we should design agents able to interpret complex graphics). However, this observation is

bound to the selected task: more complex representations would certainly have been drawn for

a problem in physics or in geometry. What can nevertheless be generalized is the role of the

whiteboard as a tool for maintaining a shared context. This role is due to knowledge

persistence on the whiteboard. Artificial MOO agents should both build in this shared context

and use it when reasoning.

3. 7 Maintaining multiple conversational contexts

Observations. The mechanisms of turn taking in the MOO are very different than in voice

conversation. There is no constraint to wait for one's partner's answer before saying more.

Moreover, one can implicitly or explicitly refer to utterances earlier than the last one, since

they are still visible on the screen. Hence a MOO conversation between two people is not a

simple alternation of turns. The average index of complexity7 on 'say' and 'page' commands is

0.9 (SD = .06), which indicates an almost complete non-systematicity of turn taking!

Interestingly, the average index of complexity is exactly the same if we consider the group of

subjects with a high acknowledgment rate versus the group with a low acknowledgment rate

(both 0.9 as well). This seems to indicate that the irregularity of turn taking does not really

affect acknowledgment. Moreover, we observed simultaneous turns (example 2), interwoven

turns (example 3) and even cases where the subjects talk in parallel about one thing in the

                                                

6 Probably for several reasons: (1) the emitter cannot simultaneously type the message and point

on the whiteboard; (2) the receiver cannot look at the same time at the MOO window and at the

whiteboard window; (3) the partner's cursor was not visible on the whiteboard.

7 This index evaluates the regularity of turn taking. Its value would be zero if, knowing the

speaker at turn n we have a probability of 1 for predicting who will speak at n+1. Its value

would be 1 if knowing the speaker at turn n does not give us any information regarding who

will speak at n+1.
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MOO and another on the whiteboard. This phenomena is more important when more than

two agents interact on the MOO.

87.1 r3 S She couldn't have stolen the gun, could she?

87.4 r3 S read giuzeppe from dn1

87.5 r3 H I'm just checking something.

87.7 r3 H read Giuzeppe from dn2

88.2 r3 S No - Mona was in the restaurant till 9.

88.2 r3 H No, she left around 9:00. She couldn't have stolen the gun.

88.7 r3 S So Lisa, Rolf, Claire, Giuzeppe and Jacques are still open.

88.9 r3 S and Oscar

88.9 r3 H And Oscar...

    Example       2:    Simultaneous talk at 88.2 and 88.9 (from Pair 18)

88.5 r1 H page sherlock but what about the gun?

88.8 Priv S 'Hercule which motive jealousy? He would have killed hans no?

89.3 Priv S 'Hercule he stole it when the colonel was in the bar

90.3 r1 H page sherlock Giuzeppe wanted to avoid that one discovers that the painting

was fake.

    Example       3:     XYXY turns (from Pair 11, translated)

Implications. To participate in parallel conversations, artificial MOO agents need to

maintain distinctively different contexts of interactions. If the context was unique, the

interwoven turns reported above would lead to complete misunderstanding, which was not the

case, or to spend a lot of energy in disambiguating references. Let us note that the

multiplicity of contexts questions situated cognition theories in which context is often

perceived as a whole.

4.  Conclusions

Table 1 summarizes the suggestions with respect to the design of MOO agents. Some of

them are technically easy to implement (e.g. reasoning on MOO positions) while others

require further research. This list of skills extends the agent reasoning: the agent does not

only reason to solve the problem, it also reasons in order to interact

properly. They illustrate they additional effort of reasoning involved for building a shared

understanding. The boundary between reasoning on the task or on interaction is shallow: for

instance, the probability of disagreement or misunderstanding concerns both the task

knowledge and the interaction among partners. We attempted to further investigate the

relationship between problem solving and interaction. We observed that different problem

solving strategies lead to different profiles of interaction: for instance, pure 'forward' chainers

often fill the whiteboard with facts during the first hour, then discuss inferences in the MOO,

the MOO being used during the first hour only for management. Backward chainers start very

early to discuss inferences in the MOO and write them down on the whiteboard (which is still

not full). However, the relationship we observed between interactions and problem solving is

very complex. In future investigations, we intend to use MOO-Observers, i.e. agents which

automatically compute the indicators that we computed by hand when analyzing the protocols

such as the rate of acknowledgment, the rate of co-presence in acknowledgment, the delay in

acknowledgment, the complexity of dialogue patterns. In order to avoid natural language

processing, we could used a semi-structured interface where the users pre-classify their
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utterances by using sentence openers and specify to which utterance they acknowledge (Baker

& Lund, 1996).

• Match knowledge persistence with medium persistence;

• Determine to what degree a piece of knowledge is shared before any grounding act;

• Determine what the partner can see according to his position;

• Translate dialogue moves in terms of MOO actions

• Dynamically allocate the negotiation of content to communicative tools (media)

• Maintain and use the whiteboard as the shared context

• Maintain multiple conversational contexts

    Table 1   : Implications for the design of MOO agents
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